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Flavor and health:
everywhere.

Flavor
is mobile.

Your loyal
companion.

Tasty

Brimming
with life!

Nutritious

Tomatoes, a source
of longevity

Easy
1.

2.

3.

Remove the aluminum
seal…

4.

Add boiling water
up to the line…

Stir well…

Enjoy your
Soupercups as
and where you wish!

The best quick meal
in the world

Drinkable goodness

Health in cups

TAKE, EAT, EASY!

Soupercups is distributed by
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Soupercups:
the best snack in the world!

Quick and easy flavor and wholesomeness,
any time of day, all year round.

Have you ever tried
a portable
Have you ever tried a portable
single-portion soup? single-portion
soup?
Soupercups is a brand new concept:
a portable soup that provides everything flavor, nourishment and convenience.
Ready in just 1 minute, Soupercups provides all
the wholesome goodness of fresh food
prepared each day in keeping with tradition, for
the healthy well-being of both body and spirit.

LOW IN
CALORIES

1 MIN

An excellent alternative
as a snack

Soupercups is ready
in just 1 minute:

a quick and easy single-portion serving, a complete little meal that’s healthy and tasty.

LOW IN
CALORIES

FROM 3
TO 100
YEARS

Each Soupercups
flavor is healthy,
tasty and light!

Suitable for any
age group: babies,
children, adults
and seniors!

Mens sana in corpore sano
A healthy mind is one that stays active in a healthy body, and our organism
stays healthy when it benefits from all the necessary nutriments provided by
a balanced way of eating.
Do yourself a healthy favor and start enjoying Soupercups! Great taste and
low-calorie content - around 100 calories - Soupercups hits the spot for staying
concentrated and full of energy all day long: a wide range of soup products,
broken down by taste and beneficial properties.
Choose the one that appeals to you most and try the new way of enjoying a quick
lunch or mid-day snack. Fun and easy to carry around, lightweight and nutritious.
Suitable for any season or age.

Souperdelicious!
A UNIQUE
PLEASURE
Tasty, healthy and creamy
smooth: Uhm, uhm good!

The world-wide success of the Mediterranean diet has taught us that it’s possible to have
it all when it comes to food: excellent taste, health and nutrition. This soup is a prime
example: genuine, wholesome ingredients that provide a uniquely pleasant taste.
Try all the varieties in the Soupercups range and rest assured; in addition to good
taste, you are eating well!
The masterfully combined flavors will pamper and satisfy you, creating a unique experience
that will gratify the senses while, at the same time, providing balanced nourishment.

8

FLAVORS
Each Soupercups flavor
packs a surprise: try them all!

Nature in the palm of your hand
100%
GOOD

Only the best seasonal vegetables

Try Soupercups and you’ll
immediately feel the healthy
difference! It is brimming
with nutritional elements
guaranteed to provide a
burst of energy.
The vegetables provide
vitamins, fiber, minerals and
the right amount of water;
the legumes supply all the
energy necessary for a
healthy body and mind.

Soup is the oldest and
tastiest concentrate of
wholesomeness and
health known to man.
A good one contains
essential elements for both
a complete as well as
balanced daily diet,
because it has only a few
calories, while providing
that pleasant sensation
of being full.

Soupercups is made
from wholesome,
fresh ingredients
which have been
carefully grown
and harvested, then
processed with
painstaking care.
Soupercups is 100%
good: only the best
seasonal vegetables,
rich in nutritive elements.

Piping hot in the winter,
refreshing in the summer!
Quick and easy, Soupercups warm you up in the
winter, reinforcing the immune system, while providing
a warm glow throughout the body.
They can also be enjoyed in the summer in order
to quench thirst, while restoring the system’s proper
balance of vitamins and minerals.
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NO
COLORINGS
NO
PRESERVATIVES
NO
MSG
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Soupercups is the first
and only soup in a cup
It’s easy, it can be enjoyed
anytime and everywhere.

READY IN 1 MINUTE

Soupercups is quick and easy to prepare:
1.

2.
Remove the aluminum
seal…

3.
Add boiling water
up to the line…

4.
Stir well…

Enjoy your Soupercups
as and where you wish!

Goes anywhere
Take it to working lunches, get-togethers with friends and for your souperparties.
Choose a new formula, go with Soupercups!
A new, healthy and balanced way of eating, featuring the practicality of a product
that is easy to carry around with you. For lunch, dinner or a snack, also a great
alternative at tea time….
When on a trip, in the metro, at the office, at school or when doing sports…
While taking a walk, watching TV, listening to music, working at your laptop or while
shopping...
Soupercups goes great absolutely everywhere, anytime!

SOUP ON THE GO!

SOUP
ON THE GO

Soupercups is mobile food!
You can drink it anytime: all you need is your cup. Soupercups is your inseparable
dose of well-being: tasty, healthy and… souperconvenient!
Just what you need on those hectic days of study and work: be well nourished,
feel light and deal with any challenge, focusing on the job at hand.
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Each flavor has a secret; discover it!

Delicious, creamy and tasty: here is the range of SOUPERCUPS flavors

Souperhealthy and Soupertasty!

Lots of flavors, all good and wholesome: Soupercups offers a carefully selected range of
delicious soups, broken down by taste and nutritional benefits. Pick a different one each day!

Tomato soup

A concentrate of vitality
A highly refreshing soup, perfect as a nutritious and complete
first course. A fun idea for healthy eating, with a careful eye
on taste and well-being!
Tomatoes, one of the healthiest vegetables, containing
antioxidants, cholesterol inhibiting agents and very few
calories. A perfect food for healthy eating; it helps stabilize
glycemia and blood pressure, constituting
a veritable elixir of youth.

Vegetable soup
Genuine freshness

This is the best-known and most popular soup. A
light, nutritious elixir. A rainbow of flavors, high in
health benefits and low in fats.
A combination of the different categories of
vegetables, with all their vital nutritional benefits, it
stimulates the metabolism and helps shed pounds
while regulating the digestive system and reinforcing
the body’s own natural immune system.

Broccoli soup

Pumpkin and
carrot soup

A burst of energy

A longevity elixir

A tasty cream soup that is sure to please old and
young, alike. Beneficial for the heart and liver, but
aggressive against tumors, it warms the spirit while
fortifying the body!
Broccoli, rich in vitamins A, C and E, is a natural ally of
the immune system. Its low caloric value and high
percentage of fiber makes it a highly recommended
component of any weight-loss regime.

A sophisticated mix of ingredients, featuring
beta-carotene, pumpkin and carrots. It represents a
natural anti-aging tonic, combating cellular aging.
The high percentages of vitamins A and C bolters the
system’s natural immunity, imbuing the skin with a
fresh, luminous appearance, while lowering cholesterol
and hypertension.

Mushroom soup
A tonic of youth

A delicious, healthy soup boasting a unique taste. Mushrooms
constitute a veritable natural antibiotic, helping to reinforce the
body’s own natural immune system. Rich in protein, calcium,
potassium, phosphorus and minerals, mushrooms contain
vitamins A, B, D, P and K.
An excellent substitute for meat, they heighten resistance to
disease, providing protection against heart attacks and
vascular diseases.

Borscht
Good mood

The principal ingredients of Borscht, the celebrated
Russian dish, are beets. This is a soup designed to
reinforce the immune system, while promoting the
well-being of the entire system.
The presence of vitamin C and the flavonoids found in
beets, serves to reinforce the capillaries, contributing to
keeping the cardiovascular system healthy.
Rich in potassium and fiber, it is good for the digestion.

Chicken soup

Lentil soup

A healthy pampering

Strength and lightness

Chicken soup is light and nutritious; it’s a classic of
practically every cuisine in the world, thanks to it unique
flavor. Fill up on good health!
Chicken broth is rich in protein, mineral salts and
vitamins, a source of strength and energy. It is often
utilized as a crucial element in the treatment for flu and is
very easy to digest, especially for the elderly.

A unique, creamy flavor. Lentils are the most digestible
legumes and contain the greatest amount of
antioxidants.
This is a perfect soup for weight-loss diets.
Lentils contain very little sugar and are rich in fiber, iron
and folic acid. They are therefore very good for all of us,
because they help to keep weight down, while lowering
blood pressure.
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